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2014 Basil Patch A little while back, I picked up a

pack of basil seeds from a friend and planted them.
They are growing. They are not growing very well,

but I am betting they'll get there. Yesterday was the
first time I ate my basil. I fried some eggs and

sprinkled some basil on top, and it's really good.
That is the most I ever eat at once, but I am trying
to eat more. In my little garden, it will probably get
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eaten faster than I can eat it all. Apparently, there is
a basil industry that must be fed, because they

started putting it in gel, which is dehydrated and
cheaper, and it is a loss leader. If you buy that

version, you know what you are getting. My basil is
homegrown. I think that tastes better. But I am

starving so I may just eat my basil straight. For what
it's worth, I told my mom that I had eaten my basil
and she said it was the best one she had ever had!
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